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Translated from the Greek: 
 

Men and Their Balls 

An exhibition in Manhattan proposes something difficult even for the ever-eager trendy 
New Yorkers: a little World Cup, a little “soccer” art and your friends. 

The idea behind the exhibition “Men with Balls: The Art of the 2010 World Cup” is simple 
and very “boyish”: “A space to watch soccer together” notes very plainly the curator 
Simon Critchley, of British descent – and for the adoration of the “round goddess” even at 
a place not known for its World Cup passion. 

A type of originality, someone might say, that all groups of men (and not only) partake in 
from around the world. Critchley’s group of friends, all types of characters who cross the 
threshold of apexart, a New York non profit art organization, until July 11, when the World 
Cup ends, in order to watch the games, will have a chance to be initiated in a much more 
multi-faceted experience. With or without pizza and beer, surrounded by the sound of the 
obsessive vuvuzela, they can listen to discussions about – what else? – the subject of the 
day, soccer, yet also allow their gaze to wander on the objects of the exhibition: art works 
by, for example, Liam Gillick and Douglas Gordon or Miguel Calderon, on the subject of 
soccer, but also memorabilia from the 80s on the topic of the World Cup, such as the 
record covers from the hits of each World Cup. Now, from what it seems the number of 
people who visit apexart in order to also experience the artistic impact of the World Cup 
won’t be very many. There are a few chairs for the visitors; about 30. Let’s not forget, the 
exhibition takes places in Tribeca, the heart of Manhattan, in New York, where soccer is an 
unbearable eccentricity and the beloved sports are baseball, basketball and football. 

 --Marilena Astrapellou 

- The exhibition “Men with Balls: The Art of the 2010 World Cup” is on display at apexart 
in New York through July 11, 2010 (www.apexart.org). 

 Image Caption:  

A composition of “World Cup” record covers inside the gallery. Of note the albums with 
singing performances by Johan Cruyff and Paolo Rosi and also Rod Stewart, who wrote 
and performed the songs of Scotland for the 1978 World Cup, titled “Ole Ola” … 
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